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Toddler area 

Refurbish swing and 

add “you and me” 

seat – enables an 

adult or child to swing 

together with a 

toddler. 

 

Existing rockers to be 

refurbished  

Remove existing 

multiplay and wet 

pour – install new and 

mulch safety surface  

Supply and install 

Robinia  basket swing, 

and simple Robinia 

balance trail with 

mulch under  

Additional works  

• Supply and install bin and management sign  

• Supply and install accessible picnic bench. Sweep clean all hard surface 

• Trim all shrub and hedges and remove weed 

 



Proposed multiplay - Kompan PCM410421 

Suitable for 4 years+  

An open unit makes it possible to see all the other children playing, 

stimulating social interaction and positive competition making play last for 

longer. The variety of nets and balance links challenge children's agility, 

balance and cross-coordination whilst allowing for more children to play 

together in groups. There are varied entry points to the tower, from the 

fast access stairs and climbing wall to the inclined crawling access, ensures 

the tower is suitable for a variety of ages and user abilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

Basket swing 

The swing seat can fit multiple users at once, making it a very sociable and fun experience, as well as 

teaching children to take it in turns and cooperate, the seat can also be used individually for a more 

relaxing swing. The seat caters all abilities and most ages meaning swinging can be a common experience. 

Swinging trains the children's ABC: agility, balance and coordination, as well as their spatial awareness. 

The basket seat allows for standing sitting, lying and jumping off. All these activities support the 

development of arm, leg and core muscles and building bone density – the majority of which is built up 

during the first years of life. 

 

 



 

The agility Trail  

A challenge that all 6-12 year olds will want to take on. The 

variation in responsive balancing activities will make children come 

back again and again. The combination of overhead and tight rope 

walks offers great play challenges. Balancing across the swaying 

ropes and rolling logs stimulates balance and perception or 

awareness of the position and movement of the body: 

proprioception. Balance and proprioception are fundamental in 

confidently managing the body in its surroundings. Plays an 

important role for children's self confidence. The multiple places 

where children have to take turns and negotiate to cross one-

another train important social-emotional skills that are basic to the 

ability to form friendship and relate to peers. 

 

Dual seat for existing swing frame 

The You & Me swing seat encourages play and interaction between different generations whether it’s 

parents and children, teachers and students, older siblings and younger ones. The You & Me swing seats 

design has resulted in revolutionary features including the easy to access open frame and varied swing seat 

heights for eye-to-eye contact whilst swinging, making this the go-to swing for adult and child socialising 

and bonding 

 

 

 


